Using adjectives

Circle the adjectives.

- eager
- quiet
- scrawny
- phone
- jump
- low
- horse
- castle
- famous
- clever
- play
- handsome
- odd
- driver
- shallow
- ocean
- rich
- long
- gentle
- thankful

Complete the sentences using the adjectives from above.

1. The bird with short wings is __________ looking.
2. Bob is __________ to get his new puppy.
3. The __________ actor is in a new movie.
4. A person has to be __________ to solve puzzles.
5. Some fish prefer to swim in __________ waters.
6. The runt of a litter of puppies is the __________ one.
7. The man who lives in the mansion is ____________.
8. My brother was ____________ that he got a new game.
9. We were tired after the __________ soccer game.
10. I like to have ____________ time to read books.
11. My grandmother says I am a ____________ boy.
12. The tall man hit his head on the ____________ branches.
Circle the adjectives.

- eager
- quiet
- scrawny
- phone
- jump
- low
- horse
- castle
- famous
- clever
- play
- handsome
- odd
- driver
- shallow
- ocean
- rich
- long
- gentle
- thankful

Complete the sentences using the adjectives from above.

1. The bird with short wings is **odd** looking.
2. Bob is **eager** to get his new puppy.
3. The **famous** actor is in a new movie.
4. A person has to be **clever** to solve puzzles.
5. Some fish prefer to swim in **shallow** waters.
6. The runt of a litter of puppies is the **scrawny** one.
7. The man who lives in the mansion is **rich**.
8. My brother was **thankful** that he got a new game.
9. We were tired after the **long** soccer game.
10. I like to have **quiet** time to read books.
11. My grandmother says I am a **handsome** boy.
12. The tall man hit his head on the **low** branches.